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Modern point of view treats the SM as an EFT.

S. Weinberg, “The Quantum Theory Of Fields. Vol.

1,2: Foundations, Modern applications” Cambridge,

UK: Univ. Pr. (1995).

Renormalizability in the traditional sense is replaced

by the renormalizability in the sense of EFT.

The coupling constants of non-renormalizable inter-

actions are suppressed by powers of some large scale.



In trying to understand why the SM takes the form it

does one encounters a non-trivial problem:

The electromagnetic and gravitational forces are long-

range ⇒ both have to be described by gauge theories.

Strong and weak interactions are short-range ⇒ why

gauge symmetry?

This question remains open in SM.



Traditional renormalizability, which led to the gauge

theories of the weak and strong interactions, is no

longer considered as a fundamental property.

However, it is very likely that for the self-interacting

massive vector bosons, by demanding the consistency

of EFT, we are led to a gauge-invariant Lagrangian

up to mass terms.



We consider an EFT of massive SU(N) Yang-Mills

fields interacting with fermions:

• Analyze the symmetries of the effective action.

• Symmetries of the effective action show the renor-

malizability of the considered EFT.

• Vector boson mass to zero limit does not exist in

perturbation theory.

• However, non-perturbatively it does and coincides

with the massless Yang-Mills theory.



Lagrangian

L = −
1

4

∑
a
GaµνGaµν +

M2

2

∑
a
BµaBaµ+ θ ϵµναβGaµνG

a
αβ

+
∑
q,j

ψ̄jq (i∂/ −mq)ψ
j
q + g

∑
q,i,k,a

ψ̄iqγµt
a
ikψ

k
qB

µ
a + L1 ,

where Gaµν = ∂µBaν − ∂νBaµ+ gfabcBbµB
c
ν.

ta and fabc are the generators and structure constants

of the SU(N) group.

Summation over q covers different types of fermions.

All gauge-invariant terms with coupling constants with

negative mass-dimensions are contained in L1.



Generating functional of Green’s functions:

Z[Jaµ, ξ, ξ̄] =
∫

DBDψDψ̄ exp
{
i
∫
d4x

[
L(x) + JaµBaµ+ ξψ̄+ ξ̄ψ

]}
,

This expression is formal because of UV divergences.

To validate the formal derivations in the following we

consider the given model on the spacetime lattice.



Symmetries of the effective action and renormalizabil-

ity

Effective Lagrangian is a Taylor series expansion in

derivatives acting on fields.

Divergences are absorbed order-by-order in this ex-

pansion.

In momentum space the Green’s functions are ex-

panded in powers of momenta and the divergences are

absorbed in fields and parameters of the Lagrangian.



Change variables in the integral for Z by performing

an infinitesimal gauge transformation

Baµ(x) → Baµ(x) + g fabcBbµ(x)ϕ
c(x) + ∂µϕ

a(x) ,

ψ̄(x) → ψ̄(x)− i g ψ̄ taϕa(x) ,

ψ(x) → ψ(x) + i g taψ ϕa(x) ,

where ϕa(x) are arbitrary infinitesimal functions.

Variation of Z[Jaµ, ξ, ξ̄] vanishes.

The measure and the Lagrangian L, except the vector

boson mass term, are invariant.



Identity:

δZ[Jaµ, ξ, ξ̄] =
∫

DBDψDψ̄ exp
{
i
∫
d4x

[
L(x) + JaµBaµ+ ξψ̄+ ξ̄ψ

]}
×

∫
d4z[−M2Bcµ(z)∂µϕ

c(z)− Jcµ(z)∂µϕ
c(z)− gfabcJaµ(z)Bbµ(z)ϕ

c(z)

+i g ξ(z) ψ̄(z) tcϕc(z)− i g ξ̄(z) tcψ(z)ϕc(z)] = 0 .

It can be rewritten as

0 =
∫
d4z[M2 < Bcµ(z) >S ∂µϕ

c(z)−
δΓ[B, ψ̄, ψ]

δBcµ(z)
∂µϕ

c(z)

− g fabc
δΓ[B, ψ̄, ψ]

δBaµ(z)
< Bbµ(z) >S ϕ

c(z)

+ i g
δΓ[B, ψ̄, ψ]

δψ̄(z)
< ψ̄(z) >S tcϕc(z)

− i g
δΓ[B, ψ̄, ψ]

δψ(z)
tc < ψ(z) >S ϕ

c(z)],



where

Z[J, ξ, ξ̄] < O(z) >S =
∫

DBDψDψ̄ O(z)

× exp
{
i
∫
d4x

[
L(x) + JaµBaµ+ ξψ̄+ ξ̄ψ

]}
and Γ[B, ψ̄, ψ] is the effective action.



• Variation of the effective action under gauge trans-

formations is equal to the variation of the mass

term.

• Effective action is gauge invariant up to the mass

term of the vector bosons, which itself does not

get quantum corrections.

• Hence, all symmetries of the effective Lagrangian

are also the symmetries of the effective action.



All divergences of loop diagrams generated by a local

Lagrangian of any QFT can be subtracted systemat-

ically by using the Zimmerman’s forest formula.

These subtractions can be generated by including cor-

responding local counter terms in the Lagrangian.

J. C. Collins, “Renormalization. An introduction to

renormalization, the renormalization group, and the

operator product expansion,” Cambridge, Uk: Univ.

Pr. ( 1984) 380p

Due to the symmetries of the effective action all counter

terms satisfy the constraints of gauge invariance.



All these counter terms can be absorbed by redefining

corresponding parameters and fields of the effective

Lagrangian.

Vector boson mass term does not get quantum cor-

rections.

Mass parameter is renormalized only due to the vector

field renormalization:

M2BaµB
aµ =M2ZBB

a
RµB

aµ
R =M2

RB
a
RµB

aµ
R ,

where B
aµ
R and MR are renormalized field and mass

and ZB is the renormalization factor of the vector

field.



Slavnov-Taylor identities and renormalization

By equating the coefficient of ϕa(z) in δZ to zero we

obtain∫
DBDψDψ̄ exp

{
i
∫
d4x

[
L(x) + JaµBaµ+ ξψ̄+ ξ̄ψ

]}
×[M2∂µB

cµ(z) + ∂µJ
cµ(z)− g fabcJaµ(z)Bbµ(z)

+i g ξ(z) ψ̄(z) tc − i g ξ̄(z) tcψ(z)] = 0 . (1)

Equation (1) is a system of Slavnov-Taylor identities.

Let us consider some particular cases and demon-

strate the renormalizability on the example of BBB,

BBBB and Bψ̄ψ vertex functions.



Identity for BB two-point function:

M2pµ i δacSµν(p) = i δac pν ,

where i δacSµν(p) is the dressed propagator.

From the above it follows for the self-energy

iΠabµν(p) = i δab
[
−gµν p2 + pµpν

]
Π2(p

2) .

Expanding Π2(p
2) in powers of p2, the renormalization

of the vector field can be defined as:

ZB =
1

1+Π2(0)
.



Identity for Bψ̄ψ three-point function:

M2 (pf − pi)µG
cµ
ji (pf , pi) = gSki(pi) t

c
kj − gSjk(pf) t

c
ik ,

where

iSij(p) =
i δij

p/ −m−Σ(p/)

is the (dressed) fermion propagator.

Renormalization constant of the fermion field:

Zψ =
1

1−Σ′(0)
, (2)

where

Σ′(0) =
∂Σ(x)

∂x
|x=0 . (3)



By writing

G
cµ
ji (pf , pi) = i Sµα(pf − pi) i Sjj1(pf)Γ

c
j1i1α

(pf , pi) i Si1i(pi),(4)

it follows that

(pf − pi)µΓ
cµ
ji (pf , pi) = i g tcji

{[
pf/ −m−Σ(pf/)

]
− [pi/ −m−Σ(pi/)]

}
.

Expanding the vertex function in powers of momenta

Γcµji (pf , pi) = i g tcjiγ
µ[1 + Γ(0)] +O(p) , (5)

from the above we obtain

Γ(0) = −Σ′(0) . (6)



From Eq. (5) we obtain

Γcµ,Rji (pf , pi) = i g ZψZ
1/2
B tcjiγ

µ[1 + Γ(0)] +O(p)

= i g Z
1/2
B tcjiγ

µ+O(p) , (7)

which defines the renormalized coupling constant

gR = g Z
1/2
B . (8)



Identity for BBB vertex function:

pµΓabcµνλ(p, q, k) = g fabc
[
S−1
νλ (k)− S−1

νλ (q)
]
, (9)

where

S−1
µν (p) = −M2gµν +

(
p2gµν − pµpν

)
[1 + Π2(p

2)].

Up to terms quadratic in momenta (using k+ p+ q = 0)

pµΓabcµνλ(p, q,−p− q) = g fabc
[
gλν(p2 +2 pq)− pνqλ − pλ(p+ q)ν

]
× [1 + Π2(0)] ,

Γabcµνλ(p, q,−p− q) = g fabc
[
gλν(pµ+2 qµ)− gµνqλ − gλµ(p+ q)ν

]
× [1 + Π2(0)]. (10)



By multiplying Eq. (10) with Z
3/2
B we obtain (up to

terms quadratic in momenta)

Γabc,Rµνλ (p, q,−p− q) =

g Z
3/2
B fabc

[
gλν(pµ+2 qµ)− gµνqλ − gλµ(p+ q)ν

]
[1 + Π2(0)] =

g Z
1/2
B fabc

[
gλν(pµ+2 qµ)− gµνqλ − gλµ(p+ q)ν

]
, (11)

which defines exactly the same renormalized coupling

as given above.



Identity for the BBBB vertex function

rµ Γ̃abdcαβγµ(p, q, k, r) = i gfacm S−1
αα1

(p)Sα1α2(p+ r)Γmbdα2βγ
(p+ r, q, k)

+ i gfbcm S−1
ββ1

(q)Sβ1β2(q+ r)Γamdαβ2γ
(p, q+ r, k)

+ i gfdcm S−1
γγ1

(k)Sγ1γ2(k+ r)Γabmαβγ2(p, q, k+ r) .

Up to the terms quadratic in momenta:

rµ Γ̃abdcαβγµ(p, q, k, r) = −i gfacmΓmbdαβγ(p+ r, q, k)

−i gfbcmΓamdαβγ (p, q+ r, k)− i gfdcmΓabmαβγ(p, q, k+ r) .

Taking into account Eq. (10) and the Jacobi identity

facm fmbd+ fbcm famd+ fdcm fabm = 0 (12)

we obtain



rµ Γ̃abdcαβγµ(p, q, k, r) = −i g2{facm fmbd
[
gαβrγ − gαγrβ

]
+fbcm famd

[
gβγrα − gαβrγ

]
+fdcm fabm

[
gαγrβ − gβγrα

]
}[1 + Π2(0)] .

By multiplying with Z2
B we obtain (up to terms quadratic

in momenta)

rµ Γ̃abdc,Rαβγµ (p, q, k, r) = −i g2ZB{facm fmbd
[
gαβrγ − gαγrβ

]
+fbcm famd

[
gβγrα − gαβrγ

]
+fdcm fabm

[
gαγrβ − gβγrα

]
} , (13)

which defines again the same renormalized coupling

of Eq. (8).



Conclusion:

Renormalization of the fields and parameters of the

leading order Lagrangian absorbs all corresponding di-

vergences (including those ones which are generated

by terms of L1).

We have verified all these identities in explicit one-

loop order calculations.



Vanishing mass limit

In analogy to

A. I. Vainshtein, I. B. Khriplovich, Yad. Fiz. 13, (1971)

we consider the limit M → 0.

Let us examine the Green’s functions

GN(x1, · · · , xN) =
∫

DBDψDψ̄O1(x1) · · · ON(xN)

× exp
{
i
∫
d4xL(x)

}
,

where Oi are SU(N)-invariant.



We use the Faddeev-Popov method and insert in the

righthand side the identity

1 = ∆F [B
a
µ]

∫
DU δ[∂µBaUµ ], (14)

with

taBaUµ = UtaBaµU
−1 −

i

g
∂µU U

†. (15)

Next we perform the gauge transformation BUµ → Bµ.

The only non-invariant term transforms to

M2

4
Tr

{
BUµB

µU
}
=

1

4
Tr {(MBµ+Σµ) (MBµ+Σµ)} ,

where

Σµ =
iM

g
∂µUU

−1.



For the Green’s functions we obtain

GN(x1, · · · , xN) =
∫

DU DBDψDψ̄∆F [B
a
µ] δ[∂

µBaµ]

× O1(x1) · · · ON(xN) exp
{
i
∫
d4xLσ

}
,

where

Lσ = L+
M

2
Tr {ΣµBµ}+

1

4
Tr {ΣµΣµ} .



Let us parameterize U as follows

U =
W

(detW )A
,

W =

√√√√√1−
A

2
g4 y(g,M)2 −

32Ag2M2σ2(
g2σ2 +4M2

)2
+ g ta

[
g ya(g,M) +

8 iMσa

g2σ2 +4M2

]
,

where A = 1/N .



From the unitarity condition for W we obtain

0 =
8M

[
8Mdabcσaσb+ g

(
g2σ2 +4M2

)
fabcya(g,M)σb

]
(
g2σ2 +4M2

)2
+ g2dabcya(g,M)yb(g,M)

+ 2yc(g,M)

√√√√√4− 2Ag4y(g,M)2 −
128Ag2M2σ2(
g2σ2 +4M2

)2 ,
where σ2 ≡

∑N
a=1 σ

aσa, y2 ≡
∑N
a=1 y

aya.

ya can be solved perturbatively in powers of g.

When substituting that solution in the effective La-

grangian it follows that the limit M → 0 does not exist

in the perturbation theory.



Alternatively, ya can be obtained perturbatively as a

Taylor series in M :

ya(g,M) = −
16M2dabcσbσc

g4σ4
+O(M3).

Accounting for the expansion (28) in Eq. (26) leads

to

U(x) = 1+O(M),

∂µU(x) =
8 iM ta

(
σ2∂µσa − 2 ∂µσbσbσa

)
g σ4

+O(M2).

It follows that limM→0Lσ = L(M = 0).



I.e. M → 0 limit exists in our EFT in a non-perturbative

regime. As the remaining integration over the U field

can be absorbed in the normalization it follows that

the non-perturbative Green’s functions converge to

the ones of the massless theory.

This is to be compared with the result by A. I. Vain-

shtein and I. B. Khriplovich, where the massive Yang-

Mills theory has been considered.

Our EFT is UV finite. Hence, taking the massless

limit in is a rigorous procedure.



Summary/conclusions

• Effective action of an EFT of massive Yang-Mills

fields and fermions has the symmetries of the La-

grangian. This guarantees renormalizability.

• Limit of vanishing vector boson mass M → 0 does

not exist in perturbation theory.

• In M → 0 limit the non-perturbative Green’s func-

tions converge to the ones of the massless theory.



• For couplings with negative mass dimensions sup-

pressed by large scale we arrive to the standard

QCD (for SU(3) case).

• In light fermion sector at low energies the LO

effective Lagrangian describes the NJL model.

• The mass term of the vector bosons excludes the

configurations with instanton-like boundary condi-

tions. Hence, as the CP-violating θ-term will not

have any effect on physical quantities.

• The U(1) problem re-appears in effective theory.



• However, due to the stronger UV divergences higher

loop diagrams could give non-trivial contributions

in the anomaly of the singlet axial current such

that the divergence of this current can no longer

be written as a total derivative.

• In considered EFT model the U(1) problem would

be solved and at the same time strong CP violat-

ing term factors out from the dynamics.

• This speculative scenario requires a detailed inves-

tigation.


